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SRINAGAR, April 11 (KINS): Humanity Welfare Organisation Helpline Bijbehara Anantnag, a registered non-governmental organization has been working for
social upliftment in J&K.
Since April 3, its special focus has been on disability, and started COVID19 emergency response in J&K.
“Due to lockdown lives of all the labour class came to halt. Thus people associated with Helpline Bijbehara felt immense need for distribution of nutritional kits
among economically poor families identi ed through mohalla and masjid committees,” a volunteer associated with the NGO said.
The staff of HWOHL collected information from local level mohalla committees and 460 families were identi ed. The process of procurement was started and
nutritional kits were packed with following ingredients spices, Dal, Mustard oil, salt, soaps, and tea.
Since April 7, they have reached 400 identi ed families and distributed nutritional kits among them.
“The distribution was completely done in a digni ed way so that no dignity of family is harmed. Thus no photographs or any videography was done. The
distribution was done in urban area of Bijbehara town under the monitoring of masjid committee volunteers. The programme will continue till lockdown is over
and country is free from Novel coronavirus problem,” the volunteer said.
“Those willing to make our efforts continue they can deposit donations in Bank Account No: 0091040100024506 J&K Bank Branch Bijbehara IFSC code
JAKA0BBHARA . Your donations are exempted under section 80G of Incometax Act 1961. Rush your support to make lives of economically poor easier in a
digni ed way,” the volunteer added.
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